Oppose H.R. 3299 (McHenry) and S. 1642 (Warner),
Protecting Consumers’ Access to Credit Act of 2017

September 11, 2017

Dear Members of Congress:

The undersigned 152 national and state organizations write in strong opposition to H.R. 3299 (McHenry) and S. 1642 (Warner), the Protecting Consumers’ Access to Credit Act of 2017. The sole purpose of this bill is to enable nonbank lenders to use bank partnerships to override state interest rate limits. The bill poses a serious risk of enabling predatory lending and unsafe lending practices. Unaffordable loans have devastating consequences for borrowers—trapping them in a cycle of unaffordable payments and leading to harms such as greater delinquency on other bills.

Specifically, the bill makes it easier for payday lenders and other nonbanks to use rent-a-bank arrangements to ignore state interest rate caps and make high-rate loans. The bill overrides the Second Circuit’s Madden v. Midland decision, which held that a debt buyer purchasing debts originated by a national bank could not benefit from the National Bank Act’s preemption of state interest rate caps. The Madden decision did not limit the interest rates that banks may charge on credit cards and other forms of credit, but it does limit nonbanks from evading state interest rate caps. Reversing the Second Circuit’s decision, as this bill seeks to do, would make it easier for payday lenders, debt buyers, online lenders, fintech companies, and other companies to use “rent-a-bank” arrangements to charge high rates on loans.

The bill provides that “a loan that is valid when made as to its maximum rate of interest … shall remain valid with respect to such rate regardless of whether the loan is subsequently sold, assigned, or otherwise transferred to a third party, and may be enforced by such third party notwithstanding any State law to the contrary.” In other words, if a bank originates a loan that exceeds state interest rate caps, and then sells or assigns the loan to a nonbank, that nonbank can continue to charge a usurious rate.

This bill could open the floodgates to a wide range of predatory actors to make loans at 300% annual interest or higher. The bill could bless arrangements such as the partnership between the payday lender Elevate and Republic Bank, through which Elevate is making high-cost loans that exceed state interest rate caps. Through its Elastic brand, Elevate offers purportedly open-end loans in 39 states and the District of Columbia. Elevate does not disclose an APR, but a $380 advance repaid with monthly minimum payments would cost $480 to repay over five months. Including all fees, the annual rate for this extension of credit is about 100%, which is nearly three times the 36% legal interest rate approved by voters in Montana, one of the states where the lines of credit are offered. Through its Rise brand, Elevate also makes closed-end loans at rates up to 365% in states where those rates are permitted, and it could attempt to expand to other states.

Elevate
Enova, dba NetCredit, also offers high-cost installment loans in a number of states through a rent-a-bank partnership. Enova, like Elevate, relies on Republic Bank and Trust to facilitate this scheme.

Other payday lenders have regularly attempted to avoid state usury caps through rent-a-bank arrangements. For example, CashCall has attempted to partner with banks to make usurious loans in several states. Courts have struck down those arrangements, finding that CashCall had to comply with state interest rate caps. The bill could undermine these decisions, by stating that a loan’s interest rate remains valid even if a loan is transferred or assigned to a third party and “may be enforced by such third party notwithstanding any State law to the contrary.” This could allow high-rate lenders to use banks to originate and then immediately transfer usurious loans.

This bill is a massive attack on state consumer protection laws. In a letter by 20 State Attorneys General opposing provisions in another bill that would have overturned the Madden decision, the state law enforcement officers warned that the bill “would restrict states’ abilities to enforce interest rate caps. It is essential to preserve the ability of individual states to enforce their existing usury caps and oppose any measures to enact a federal law that would preempt state usury caps.” In fact, the Colorado Attorney General is in the midst of challenging online lenders’ use of a rent-a-bank scheme to make loans in violation of the state’s usury limits. This bill aims to thwart actions like these that seek to enforce state laws.

The potential costs and damage to consumers are significant. In about 34 states, a $2,000 loan, 2-year installment loan at an APR exceeding 36% would be illegal. This bill risks making high-cost loans permissible across the country. The bill also could potentially expand short-term payday lending to the 15 states plus the District of Colombia whose state interest rate limits currently save borrowers over $2.2 billion annually in payday loan fees.

Fintech lenders also should not be allowed to make loans that exceed state interest rate caps. State interest rate caps have not impacted responsible marketplace loans. The leading marketplace lenders do not make loans above 36% and the vast majority of their loans are well below that rate, comfortably within state interest rate caps. But the mere fact that a lender uses the label “fintech” or “marketplace lender” does not ensure that it is a safe or affordable loan. For example, OnDeck, a lender focused on small business lending, offers term loans up to 99%.

Moreover, many marketplace lenders make very large loans of $30,000 to $50,000 or higher, and even 36% is a very high rate for such loans. Many states have tiered rate structures in recognition that interest becomes more unaffordable the larger the loan. Iowa, for example, caps interest at 21% for loans over $10,000.

There are also signs that some online lenders may not be appropriately underwriting their loans to ensure that the loans are affordable, and that many borrowers may not have the ability to repay, especially if the economy sours. Recent news reports and SEC filings show that delinquency and charge-off rates at these marketplace lenders are rising. One online lender apparently failed to verify a borrower’s income for a full two-thirds of its loans in 2016. Another lender has had so many of its loans fail, that it has had to repay investors for their losses in the last three securitizations of the loans it bundled up and sold to Wall Street.
This bill would weaken lenders’ incentive to underwrite properly by making it easier to make high-rate loans. High interest rates result in misaligned incentives that can lead to lender profits but borrower catastrophe.12 Skewed incentives are already a problem in the marketplace loan industry. Moody’s credit-rating firms liken this industry to mortgage lending in the years leading up to the 2008 financial crisis—“because the companies that market the loans and approve them quickly sell them off to investors,” relieving themselves of the risk of the loan later going bad.13 This bill could make that problem worse.

The bill is not necessary to ensure access to affordable credit. Proponents of this bill claim that the Madden decision has had an adverse impact on access to credit. They point to a study that showed a drop in marketplace lending by three lenders in the Second Circuit after the Madden decision for subprime borrowers, especially for those with FICO scores below 644. However, the study showed that these lenders offered only miniscule amounts of credit in the low FICO range even before the Madden decision.14 Thus, the impact on access to credit was trivial. Moreover, it is likely that the credit extended before the decision at the lower end of the FICO spectrum was made to borrowers who had trouble repaying, and that lenders were relying on high interest rates on large loans to compensate for high default rates.

The bill wipes away the strongest available tool against predatory lending practices. Strong state rate caps, coupled with effective enforcement by states, remain the simplest and most effective method to protect consumers from the predatory lending debt trap.15 Contrary to what lenders often claim, robust state loan laws do not drive people to find loans online. In fact, illegal online lending is more prevalent in states that do not effectively regulate predatory lending than it is in states that enforce state interest rate caps.16

Accordingly, we urge you to reject this bill. For more information, contact Lauren Saunders at lsaunders@nclc.org or Scott Astrada at Scott.Astrada@responsiblelending.org.
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Allied Progress
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Arizona PIRG
Arkansans Against Abusive Payday Lending
Ashe County Habitat for Humanity
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CO PIRG
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Community Council of Metropolitan Atlanta
Community Economic Development Association of MI (CEDAM)
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Habitat for Humanity of North Carolina
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Iowa PIRG
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La Casa de Don Pedro
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Lutheran Advocacy Ministry-New Mexico
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Maryland Consumer Rights Coalition
Maryland PIRG
MASSPIRG
Mobilization for Justice, Inc.
Montana Organizing Project
MoPIRG
Mountain State Justice
Mountain State Justice, Inc.
NAACP
National Association of Consumer Advocates
National Association of Social Workers West Virginia Chapter
National Consumer Law Center (on behalf of its low-income clients)
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NC Rural Center
NCPIRG
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New Economy Project
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NHPIRG
NJPIRG
North Carolina A. Philip Randolph Institute, Inc.
North Carolina Council of Churches
North Dakota Economic Security and Prosperity Alliance
OhioPIRG
Oklahoma Policy Institute
Oregon PIRG
PennPIRG
Pennsylvania Military Officers Association of America
Pennsylvania Public Interest Research Group (PennPIRG)
Pennsylvania War Veterans Council
Philadelphia Unemployment Project
Piedmont Housing Alliance (Virginia)
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Power New Mexico
Prosperity Indiana
1 See https://www.elastic.com/FAQs/ (answer to “What states are currently served by Elastic?”).
2 See https://www.elastic.com/what-it-costs/ (Fees and Charges).
7 See Carolyn Carter et al., National Consume Law Center, Installment Loans: Will States Protect Borrowers from a New Wave of Predatory Lending? (July 2015). Since this report, South Dakota voters capped interest rates at 36%.
8 On Deck Capital, Inc. Annual Report, Form 10-K, p. 7 (Mar. 2, 2017) (“The APRs of our term loans currently range from 6.0% to 99.0%.”).
13 See, Corkery, “Pitfalls for the Unwary Borrower Out on the Frontiers of Banking.”